
FIRST ISSUE

4 - a duo of two-colour frankingson piece, including one 5c. slate-violet, stone B, together with 10c.,

stone A, one side barely clipped, otherwise well margined, both tied to piece by "Cali." oval handstamp,

with this combination being particularly rare with the 5c. denomination in this distinctly greyish shade;

the other featuring 5c. blue, stone A, touched at base, with 10c. stone A, cut into at top, both tied by

oval of Bogot6. Scott 2, 3e, 4 (250)

5 - 1"0c. orange-buff, stone B, used on piece together with 5c. violet, stone A, both cancelled by

"Purificaci6n./Franca.". A scarce usage with this cancellation. Scott 3, 4 (100)

8 - 20c. blue, stone B, two fine and large margined examples with red handstamps including "Chi-

/QQuira/f ranca" (even scarcer in red) and "Ybague fFranca". Tiny surface scuff on reverse, still though of
superb appearance and visual impact. Scott 6. Ex Londofio (L00)

9 - 20c. blue, stone B, selection of L4 stamps, including six unused with and without gum, and seven

cancelled, of which one with manuscript registration notations in angles (a most infrequent usage on

adhesive), otherwise with postmarks including rare "5" in red (closed tear), Socorro in blue (scarce),

Barranquilla, Bogotd in blue, Cartagena, Socorro, Rio Negro (unusual) and Cali. Few examples with usual

faults. Scott 6 (250)

10 - l"p. carmine, an impressive marginal pairfrom the right of the sheet,largeto huge margins and

intense shade, used with crossed ink strokes. Crease in margin not impinging on the design, of no

importance and only mentioned for accuracy. The second largest used multiple of this value, with less

than ten pairs recorded. Scott 7 (150)

SECOND ISSUE

11 - 5c. rose-lilac, stone A, four unused examples, with (2) and without gum, three affected by minor

usual blemish, as well as very fine sound used example showing Bogotd oval handstamp. All except one

with good margins. Scott 9 (150)

t2 -5c. grey lilac, stone B, combined with 1859 10c. orange chestnut, stone B, both large margined, each

showing "0" numeral handstamp and manuscript indistinct initial and "$" symbol. Two diagonal creases,

one in margin, and minor soiling of no importance forthis significant piece. lllustrated on page 63 of
Dieter Bortfeldt's "Colombia - Philatelic Handbook and Catalogue 1859-1860". Mixed frankings featuring

the first and second issues are of extreme scarcity, with, to our knowledge, six fragments (three are

offered in this sale) and no covers recorded. Scott 4d, 10. (200)

13 - 10c. yellow buff, stone A, complete sheet-margins from the upper right corner of the sheet, position

1"0, largely margined in other respects, with part original gum. A spectacular and luxurious example.

Scott 11. Ex Hubbard (100)

15 - 1,0c. yellow buff, group of 10 unused stamps, with and without gum, including one pair and one

marginal example. Four faulty adhesives. Scott 11 (150)

16 - 5c. stone B, in combination with 10c. yellow-buff on two fragments displaying bi-colour frankings,

one being 5c. grey lilac (pos. 52), the other in brown lilac shade, pos. 36; both tied by "Bogotd" eyeglass

oval cancel. Scott 10, 11 (250)



17 - 20c. blue, stone A, two very fine examples showing an intense shade, tied to piece by Bogotd oval

handstamp. A very rare franking, with only three fragments so far recorded, of which two with singles

and one with pair (four used pairs are known). Scott 12 (250)

18 - 20c, light blue, stone A, vivid shade, together with 5c. grey lilac, stone A, remarkably fresh, large

margins for the most part, both tied to piece by "Barbacoas/Franca" oval handstamp. An exceedingly

rare combination franking, even more desirable in this very fine state of preservation and showing this

very scarce postmark. Cert. Bortfeldt. Scott 10, L2. Ex Frohlich (400)

THIRD ISSUE

19 - 10c. blue, complete to large margins, showing four clean strikes of blue "0" numeral handstamp. A

most infrequent and decorative usage leaving the shield clear. Scott 16 (150)

20 - 10c. blue, clear to mostly ample balanced margins, showing prominent plate flaws including three

coloured dots at right (two below the "A" of "Granada" and one below the "S" of "Nacionales"),

additionally with small coloured line at bottom lefU cancelled in manuscript at Chiquinquird. A scarce

variety with an unusual cancellation. Scott 16 (100)

22-10c. blue, used on piece combined with 5c. ochre, clearto large margins, each cancelled by "0"

numeral handstamp. Scott 1"4a, 16 (150)

23 - 10c. blue, two examples, mainly largely margined, one featuring coloured dot between stars in oval,

both showing "Honda/Franca" oval postmark in green. One pressed out vertical crease, both with very

faint and small thin, of little consequence for these very rare usages in green on this issue. Scott 16 (100)

24 - 20c. red, two unused examples, with (one greasy gum spot) and without gum, margins varying from

ample to large. A fresh duo. Scott 17 (150)

25 -20c. red, wide to huge regular margins, showing "Manizales" manuscript cancel. Vertical crease not

detracting from a magnificent appearance, a very desirable and most rare usage on this issue. Scott 17.

Ex Sander (100)

26 - 20c. red, intense shade and good margins, showing colourless line to the right of the shield,

cancelled by "0" numeral in blue. A very prominent and rare variety. Scott 17 (150)

28 - 1p. rose lilac, two mint singles with original gum, clear to wide margins, one without stop after
"Granada", the other with coloured spots in oval and above "U" of "Un Peso". Tiny thin in one corner.

Scott L8. (300)

29 - 1,p. rose lilac, six examples showing manuscript usages from Barranquilla, Buga or Bucaramanga (?),

Santander and Santa Marta, of which one featuring missing stop after "Peso"; all with good margins.

Mostly with faint blemishes, not detracting from the good appearance. Scott 18 (400)

FOURTH ISSUE

31 - 50c. green, pair touched at base, otherwise good margins, with each stamp cancelled in manuscript

at Santander. Tiny scissors cut at bottom left, not detracting. Used multiples are scarce. Scott 21 (100)



32 - 50c. green, two used examples, clear to mainly large margins, one being marginal and cancelled at

Santander with ink, the other with double oval "Colon" handstamp in red, being rarely used on this

issue. Scott 27.Ex Sdnchez Vega (100)

SIXTH ISSUE

10c. blue, type l, ample even margins, faintly tied by indistinct red oval handstamp to cover addressed to
Medellln. About 20 covers are recorded with this single franking. Cert. BPA (1961), signed Enzo Diena.

Scott 31. Ex Kaplan (200)
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